This building has been removed and work has begun to improve this section of Cascade Creek. Attend the public meeting on Sept. 26 to see and learn about the progress.

Walking workshop part of Cascade Creek update
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Learn about the status of the Cascade Creek makeover on property located in Pennsylvania Port Authority at a public meeting on Wednesday, Sept. 26, at 6 p.m.

This project, of which land located immediately adjacent to the Bayfront Park is the entrance to the Niagara Pier concerns and Shoreline Service Living, will reduce sediment that reaches Presque Isle Bay by 80 tons per year and will return the stream to a more natural state and function and appearance.

The public and committee meeting, which will be a walking workshop at the project site, will allow visitors to view construction progress and allow for their comments and to answer any questions.

Parking is available at the Bayfront Park and Great Lakes Restoration Initiative funds are from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to the Port Authority in providing the funds to restore the 400-foot section of stream.

Other projects on Cascade Creek have been completed in progress on the stream in the front park.

Fort LeBoeuf Middle School teacher Lisa Raddock, left, is one of three teachers in the Great Lakes region to win a Sea Grant PSCP Stewardship Award. She has been on a mission to educate others to solve problems created by PSCP use.

LeBoeuf teacher wins environmental award
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Once students in teacher Lisa Raddock’s seventh grade classes at Fort LeBoeuf Middle School learned that chemicals in pharmaceuticals and personal care products (PPCPs) were building up in the environment, they knew knowledge with more people to make a difference. They decided they must share their learned that chemical in pharma-...